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Overview. Zeugma occurs when a word or phrase has to be interpreted in two distinct ways
simultaneously, triggering an incongruency effect (Lascarides et al., 1996). For example, when
MF DOOM says "hold the mic and your attention”, the verb “hold” is first applied to the NP “mic”
in the literal physical sense of “hold”, but it is also applied to “attention”, with the idiomatic
interpretation of “to keep someone interested”. Little work exists on the processing of zeugma
(Solska, 2008; De Long et al., 2022), even though it offers crucial insights into the interaction
of polysemy, idiomaticity, and structural processing during incremental sentence
processing. Thus, we investigate offline and online effects in processing zeugma coordinations.

Processing Zeugma. Consider sentences like:

1) The teacher bit the lime and the apple. [literal]
2) The teacher bit the lime and __ the dust. [zeugma]

Zeugma (2) should be more slowly processed and less acceptable than literal NP-coordination
(1) due to the need to access and construct VP-coordinations containing literal and idiomatic
interpretations of the polysemous verb (Solska, 2008), only one of which attains surface
realization. We conducted two experiments to compare zeugma sentences to literal
NP-coordination. Critical stimuli were English sentences built as in (1) and (2), using familiarity
norms (Bulkes and Tanner, 2018) to select 14 highly familiar VP + NP idioms with verbs
supporting literal and idiomatic interpretations. We also manipulated argument order by placing
either the idiomatic argument (forward condition) or the literal argument first (reversed), e.g.,
"The teacher bit the dust/lime and the lime/dust" to probe the time-course of processing.
Incremental processing should relatively facilitate the literal-first form (Mashal et al. 2014).

Experiment 1. We assessed the offline acceptability of zeugma sentences relative to
standard coordination in forward and reversed orders, with participants (n=120) judging
sentences on a likert-scale (1-7). We fit an ordinal regression model (Table 1), with sentence
type (zeugma/literal), argument order (forward/reversed), and their interaction as fixed effects.
We found a main effect of sentence type, with literal sentences rated higher than zeugma
(Figure 1), but no main effect of argument order.

Experiment 2. We assessed how online processing unfolds as a function of sentence
type and different positional factors. Reading times for 80 participants were collected over the
sentences from Experiment 1 in the Maze task (Boyce et al., 2020). We conducted two
analyses to test how order and word type influence reading times (Figure 2). First, focusing on
the reading times of the common literal NP across all four sentence variants (i.e., “lime”; Table
2), we found a main effect of sentence type; wrap-up effects to the sentence-final NPs (marginal
main effect of position); and a significant interaction in which first reading the idiomatic NP
(“dust”) led to significantly slower reading times to the literal NP than when it followed
another literal NP (“apple”). However, comparing idiomatic and literal NPs in zeugma conditions
as a function of argument order (as Exp. 1), we only found significant slowdowns for the second
position, with no effect of the ordering of the idiomatic and literal arguments (Table 3).

Discussion. Lower overall acceptability for zeugma sentences is consistent with
previously reported incongruency effects (Solska, 2008). Exp. 2 results suggest that, in contrast
with literal-only coordination, processing of zeugma is sensitive to the incremental availability of
the polysemous/idiomatic meanings of a verb, but that this applies equally to both orders (cf.
Mashal et al., 2014). Future work must include ruling out lexical priming effects and comparing
VP zeugma to NP zeugma (e.g., “to bite and sweep the dust”). Overall, these results confirm
that zeugma can serve as a tool to probe the time-course of lexico-syntactic operations.



Figure 1. Acceptability ratings. Figure 2. Log transformed Maze reading times.

Table 1. Ordinal model.

Estimate SE t p

Sentence type 1.27 0.29 4.35 < .005

Argument order -0.03 0.15 -0.22 n.s.

Sentence type * Argument order 0.33 0.27 1.19 n.s.

Table 2. Model of reading times to literal NP (“lime”) across sentence types.

Estimate SE t p

Sentence type 0.21 0.05 4.34 < .001

Position (first or second) -0.09 0.05 -1.93 < .1

Sentence type * Position -0.84 0.08 -10.11 < .001

Table 3. Model of reading times to literal (“lime”) and idiomatic (“dust”) NPs in zeugma condition.

Estimate SE t p

Noun type (literal or idiomatic) -0.05 0.07 -0.74 n.s.

Argument order 0.20 0.01 11.62 < .001

Noun type * Argument order -0.02 0.03 -0.55 n.s.
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